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Measures of student attitudes and perceptions have been used in numerous studies 
attempting to measure learning in a gaming environment (1,2,3,4,5). These have ranged from 
statements of the most valuable aspect of the game to attitudes toward gaming as a pedagogical 
technique. However, the writer is not aware of any attempt to measure students’ perceptions of 
the contribution experiential techniques make toward their acquisition of business knowledge. 
 

This paper reports an attempt to construct an instrument designed to measure students’ 
perceptions of their acquisition of knowledge of business. Such an instrument can be put to 
several uses in the study of experiential learning processes. First it could be used to compare 
experiential techniques with nonexperiential teaching techniques. Second it could be used to 
evaluate revisions to experiential learning environments. Third it could be used to evaluate 
alternative experiential teaching techniques. 
 

Constriction of the instrument began with developing a set of factors which represents 
various aspects of business knowledge. The following list of six factors was selected: 

1. business concepts 
2. business problems 
3. committee work 
4. relationships among operating variables 
5. business experience 
6. analytical techniques 

Each of these factors was incorporated into a declarative sentence concerning learning, and 
students were asked to respond to each statement using a Likert type 5 point scale containing 
“strongly agree” and “strongly disagree” polar adjectives plus a “don’t know” option. (see 
Appendix for instrument). A second set of statements incorporating the same factors using 
different words was developed to check for consistency of response. While some of these 
statements include the word “marketing”, in most cases simply replaing “marketing” with 
another discipline name should provide the appropriate adoption. Thus the instrument consisted 
of a short 12 question series which could be completed by the student within five minutes. 
 

The perception of learning instrument was administered to 84 student; at the Rochester 
Institute of Technology who were enrolled in tie principles of marketing course. These students 
were generally juniors and sophomores without an extensive number of previous business 
courses. The students were asked to complete the instrument just prior to the midterm exam and 
again at the end of the course before the final exam. 
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FINDINGS 
 

The findings will be analyzed in two parts. First we shall examine the reliability of the 
instrument. Then we shall look at the changes in student perceptions over the period of the 
course. 
 
Analysis of Reliability 
 

Reliability was tested by comparing the response to each pair of statements relating to 
each factor. For example, the following statements were used to elicit students’ perceptions of 
their learning concerning business problems: 1. I am learning important business concepts. 2. I 
am discovering important marketing principles. 

 
IMAGE Table 1 

 
The response to the pair of statements associated with each factor was analyzed using the 

Spearman rank correlation procedure. The resulting significant rs values are shown in Table 1 
for each factor for both the midterm and the end of course assessments. Four of the factors 
yielded higher rs values for the end of course evaluation. Only one of the factors, business 
concepts, yielded a consistent rs value of over .6. Thus while the relationships are all significant, 
few of them are really as strong as one would desire. 
 

The rs values could have resulted from responses which were generally not more than 1 
scale unit different. Thus a closer examination of each of the factors was made by looking at the 
magnitude of the difference in student response to each of the statement pairs. If the difference 
in response by a student to a pair of statements was one unit off, the difference would not be 
deemed too critical. However, if the difference was two or three units, the statements are clearly 
unreliable assuming they are both measuring the same factor. The data in Table 2 indicate the 
proportion of the total response which differed by no more than one unit of measurement. Three
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 of the factors yielded more than ten percent of the responses which were more than one unit 
different. Two of these factors, business experience and analytical techniques, yield less than ten 
percent at the end of the course. 
 

IMAGE Table 2 
 

The numbers in parentheses in Table 2 show the proportion of the responses which were 
identical. The one unit differences were distributed approximately equally, both positively and 
negatively, around the no difference response for all factors with the exception of committee 
work and analytical techniques. The response differences for these two factors were 
overrepresented in either the positive or negative directions. 
 

The results of the Spearman rank correlation and the pair response difference analyses 
indicate that the reliability of the statement pairs is adequate for all of the factors except 
committee work and possibly analytical techniques. 
 

A second test of reliability was conducted by summing the scores of the first set of 
statements concerning the six factors, summing the scores of the second set of statements, and 
then measuring the relationship between the two sets of sums using the Pearson correlation 
techniques. The rationale here is that while there may be some differences in the response to 
individual statements, these differences may average out and provide an underlying consistency 
to the instrument. The correlation coefficient obtained from the data collected at midterm was 
.80, significant at the .001 level. The data collected at the end of the course yielded an r value of 
.91, again significant at the .001 level. While the former figure leaves something to be desired, 
the latter value is quite gratifying. The reason for the relatively large difference between the
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two r values is not obvious. One explanation might be that at the end of the course the students 
more thoroughly understood the meaning of the statements and thus were more consistent in 
their responses. However, there is no empirical support for that interpretation. 
 

The analysis of the instrument indicates that on the whole it may be sufficiently reliable 
use as a research tool. The following section of this paper will report an initial attempt to use the 
instrument to measure changes in students’ perceptions of learning over time in an experientially 
based course. 
 
Analysis of Changing Perceptions 
 

Changes in students’ perceptions of learning were examined by comparing the response 
to each statement made at the midterm with the response to the same statement made at the end 
of the course. The mean response to each question is shown in Table 3. The means are tested for 
significant differences using the t test with the significance levels shown in the table. 
 

Significant positive changes are indicated for pairs of statements relating to the variables 
business concepts, relationships among variables, and analytical techniques. The latter variable 
is interesting in that it yielded poor results in the correlation test for reliability. It also ranked 
relatively low on the midterm statement pair response comparison. The writer suspects that the 
statements could be measuring two different factors and the students are perceiving an increase 
in learning with respect to each factor. 
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IMAGE Table 3 
 
Number 1 refers to the first statement of the pair dealing with the variable and 2 refers to the 
second statement. 
 

One statement of the pair yielded significant positive change for the factors business 
problems, committee work and business experience. Committee work yielded the worst results 
to the reliability tests. The statement that was found to be significant referred to “discovering 
how to motivate people to get a job done.” The nonsignificant statement read “I am learning 
how to work in a committee environment.” It may very well be that students see these two 
factors as different and believed they were learning how to motivate people but were not 
learning how to work in a committee environment. 
 

The business problems statement “I am discovering many of the problems faced by ‘real 
world’ businessmen” yielded a significant increase. However, the second statement “Difficult 
decisions confronting the businessman are taking on real meaning” yielded an insignificant 
change. Apparently those two statements did not measure quite the same factors even though the 
statement pair response differences were quite acceptable in the reliability check. 
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The reliability of the business experience variable fell in the lower half of the group of 
variables. The statement “I am gaining valuable management experience which will be useful in 
my career” yielded nonsignificant results. The statement “Management responsibilities are 
becoming very real to me” yielded results which were significant at the .04 level. Again, the 
statements must have been measuring different factors. 
 

COMMENTS 
 

The instrument appears to yield mixed results. While the reliability tests indicated that 
most of the statements should possess adequate reliability, when the instrument was put to use, a 
number of the statement pairs appeared to be measuring different factors. Revisions are in order. 
 

The instrument did yield some interesting results. Students perceive that they are learning 
business concepts in the experiential environment. They also believe that they are discovering 
relationships among variables and are learning how to apply analytical techniques to business 
problems. Students believe they are learning how to motivate people, are discovering problems 
faced by the businessman and are learning about management responsibilities. The writer 
believes that the discovery of variable relationships, of problems faced by businessmen, and of 
management responsibilities are factors which experiential techniques have the unique 
capability of providing. With a few refinements the present instrument will enable one to make 
comparisons of this nature between experiential and nonexperiential teaching techniques and 
between alternate experiential techniques. Refinements are now in process. 
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